
STORY AT-A-GLANCE

This story is about the proposed new World Health Organization pandemic treaty that

can potentially eradicate the national sovereignty as we know it. It is also about the

banality of evil and the impact of our individual daily choices on the future generations

and the history of the world.

What’s the Deal With the World Health Organization Pandemic
Treaty?
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In December 2021, the World Health Organization announced their plan to develop a new

pandemic treaty



The new treaty has the potential to undermine national sovereignty as we know it

In 2009, the WHO changed the de�nition of the word “pandemic” and then used the new

de�nition to declare an in�uenza pandemic and activate massive vaccine purchasing

agreements



The de�nition of “public health” is being used in a misleading manner to push for the

Fourth Industrial Revolution



Dr. Tess Lawrie was on a call with the WHO as a part of the public commentary

submission process, and the call left her “shaken”



https://tessa.substack.com/about


In December 2021, the World Health Organization announced their plan to develop a

new pandemic treaty “strengthening” international cooperation during future

pandemics. What does it mean in practical terms? The language of the announcement

was vague, so we need to interpret it in context. Here’s from the horse’s mouth:

(December 2021):

“In a consensus decision aimed at protecting the world from future infectious

diseases crises, the World Health Assembly today agreed to kickstart a global

process to draft and negotiate a convention, agreement or other international

instrument under the Constitution of the World Health Organization to

strengthen pandemic prevention, preparedness and response.

Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, WHO Director-General, said the decision by

the World Health Assembly was historic in nature, vital in its mission, and

represented a once-in-a-generation opportunity to strengthen the global health

architecture to protect and promote the well-being of all people.”

More from the horse’s mouth (April 2022):

“In a consensus decision aimed at protecting the world from future infectious

diseases crises, in December 2021 the World Health Assembly agreed to

kickstart a global process by establishing an intergovernmental negotiating

body (INB) to draft and negotiate a convention, agreement or other international

instrument under the Constitution of the World Health Organization to

strengthen pandemic prevention, preparedness and response …

As part of this historic decision, the World Health Assembly requested the

Director-General to hold public hearings, in line with standard WHO practice, to

support the work of the INB. Per the INB’s timeline, the �rst round of those

hearings has been set for 12-13 April 2022, with a second round set for 16-17

June. This information on the modalities for the �rst round of hearings is also

expected to apply to the second round as well.”

https://www.who.int/news/item/01-12-2021-world-health-assembly-agrees-to-launch-process-to-develop-historic-global-accord-on-pandemic-prevention-preparedness-and-response
https://www.who.int/news-room/events/detail/2022/04/12/default-calendar/public-hearings-regarding-a-new-international-instrument-on-pandemic-preparedness-and-response


Lies, Lies, Lies

Let’s start with the issue of distorted language. In an honest world with no dark agendas,

no Fourth Industrial Revolution, and no upside-down language, their treaty could sound

like a beautiful idea. Like, what can possibly be wrong with benevolently guided,

meaningful international cooperation during a time of crisis? A beautiful fairy tale, no?

Sadly, not a fairy tale at all but more like a horror movie because we are living in a world

of shameless lying and upside-down language — and the words no longer mean what

they are supposed to mean.

To deceive us, the bureaucrats are trying to create a feeling in our minds that they

getting together to protect us, like a benevolent council of wise indigenous

grandmothers — while in reality, it’s more like they are aiming to trap us, being a gang of

greedy and ruthless wolves in sheep’s clothes that they are.

“Health” doesn’t mean actual health but rather the promotion of any product or

interference that is desirable to the shareholders and the CEOs of pharmaceutical and

technology companies.

Just like Fauci recently equated himself with science, the corporate mouthpieces equate

whatever they want to sell or impose on us with “health,” and then say they are

protecting our “health” while in fact, they are merely protecting their pockets.

We are living in a world where our leaders (translation: our fellow human being who have

no intrinsic upper hand on us but who have gotten ahead on the basis of being

extremely power-hungry) are taking full advantage of the fact that in order to do

destructive things with the least resistance, then can call them “useful things that are

good for the people,” and get away with it for some time. That’s the trick!

And besides, if the past two years are any indication, “international cooperation” means

in practice that all WEF-a�liated leaders go ahead and throw their people under the bus

in unison, to the sound of uniform messaging in the media.



“International cooperation” means that all countries do the same destructive thing,

resulting in unnecessary human death and suffering, a disruption of social structures

and the world economy, all to clear the way for their favorite “new normal.” That’s some

international cooperation!

Public Hearings

Given the self-proclaimed historical nature of this treaty, the World Health Organization

dedicated the whole two days to the �rst round of the public hearings (and they didn’t

advertise it much). The �rst round took place in April 2022. The second round will be

held in June of this year.

Dr. Tess Lawrie wrote a very moving article about the WHO pandemic treaty and the

video comment submission by the World Council for Health.

Here are Dr. Lawrie’s comments on the proposed treaty, after she had a chance to

participate in a call with the WHO (as well as UNAIDS, the Coalition for Epidemic

Preparedness Innovations, the UN Environment Programme, and the Association of

Southeast Asian Nations) as a part of the submission process.

• Calls for ‘human security centric’ not just ‘health security centric’. Apparently, they

don’t just want to control your body but every aspect of your life.

• Fast approval of emergency diagnostics – and uni�ed regulatory registration for

diagnostics. In other words, more control.

• Equitable access to vaccines and ‘a mechanism to hold violators accountable’. So if a

nation concludes a vaccine is not safe – as has happened in this last pandemic – the

WHO would have the power to override that and jab their population anyway.

• Vaccines should be developed within 100 days. This is absurd. Safe drugs take ten

years to be adequately tested and declared safe. There are more than 3.5 million

people on the WHO database who have been harmed by Covid vaccines and this may

be the tip of the iceberg.

https://www.who.int/news-room/events/detail/2022/04/12/default-calendar/public-hearings-regarding-a-new-international-instrument-on-pandemic-preparedness-and-response
https://drtesslawrie.substack.com/p/urgent-my-video-call-with-the-who


I agree that these bullet points sound like it’s about control, so no surprise that it comes

with more censorship!

More Censorship

While the public comments were open, the #StopTheTreaty campaign by the World

Council for Health, where Dr. Tess Lawrie is on the Steering Committee, was the talk of

the town in the “freedom community.” But if you searched for it on Google, you wouldn’t

know anything about it! Here’s what I wrote just a few hours after the comment period

ended:

“If you search for the phrase “WHO pandemic treaty” on DuckDuckGo,

#StopTheTreaty comes up among the top results. On Google though no such

thing exists. If you actually search for the phrase “stop the treaty,” on

DuckDuckGo #StoopTheTreaty is the number one result. Google, on the other

hand, tells you everything you ever wanted to know about the 1919 Treaty of

Versailles!)”

For the World Health Organization, It’s Not the First Rodeo

It is curious that it’s not the �rst time that the WHO is trying serve the pharmaceutical

industry and various industry shareholders using “pandemic preparedness” as a legal

tool.

For example, in 2009, they announced an in�uenza pandemic (H1N1) that activated

vaccine purchasing agreements and forced participating countries to large batches of

doses that they didn’t need. The rushed release of a subpar medical product led to a

“narcolepsy �asco,” among other things.

According to the report by the Council of Europe’s Parliamentary Assembly:

“The Parliamentary Assembly is alarmed about the way in which the H1N1

in�uenza pandemic has been handled, not only by the World Health

https://worldcouncilforhealth.org/news/2022/04/stopthetreaty-comment-who-pandemic-treaty/66422/
https://tessa.substack.com/p/who-pandemic-treaty
https://worldcouncilforhealth.org/news/2022/04/stopthetreaty-comment-who-pandemic-treaty/66422/
https://email.mg2.substack.com/c/eJwlkMuOgzAMRb-m2YHyZMoii9nMbyCTmDaakKDEdMrfTyiSJUvXj2sfB4SPXA5LWIltudJEx4Y24V-NSISF7RXLFLxl3mov7ubOQp2WgrhCiJbKjmzb5xgcUMjp7BRcGc6e1gEfQC3agXIaPSijpL6PHubBDGDc5Qe7D5gcWnxhOXJCFu2TaKs39X2TPy1W9G17fG8Fa-1dXpt2HtiS5JJ3QnQJissRt3p0S4Dqcle3vdTO5Vfw3QucCwn7J62RBduGJNdCi0GNRvWq94orabwCEMugBt6bWZZ5fI83zdeH7Os-VwL3e3qzYs_HW6UhqxAxwUduDKaW1z0FOqamzhH9hYcuuh9g0wMTlkbdT0BWDHocjW5nGGkuHI2fkeL-JZrQfH1uU8l-vP4BJKmR2g
http://assembly.coe.int/CommitteeDocs/2010/20100604_H1n1pandemic_E.pdf


Organization (WHO), but also by the competent health authorities at the level of

the European Union and at national level.

It is particularly troubled by some of the consequences of decisions taken and

advice given leading to distortion of priorities of public health services across

Europe, waste of large sums of public money, and also unjusti�ed scares and

fears about health risks faced by the European public at large.

The Assembly notes that grave shortcomings have been identi�ed regarding

the transparency of decision-making processes relating to the pandemic which

have generated concerns about the possible in�uence of the pharmaceutical

industry on some of the major decisions relating to the pandemic.

The Assembly fears that this lack of transparency and accountability will result

in a plummet in con�dence in the advice given by major public health

institutions. This may prove disastrous in the case of the next disease of

pandemic scope - which may turn out to be much more severe than the H1N1

pandemic …

The rapporteur considers that some of the outcomes of the pandemic, as

illustrated in this report, have been dramatic: distortion of priorities of public

health services all over Europe, waste of huge sums of public money,

provocation of unjusti�ed fear amongst Europeans, creation of health risks

through vaccines and medications which might not have been su�ciently

tested before being authorised in fast-track procedures, are all examples of

these outcomes.”

Even Forbes wrote in 2010 that “from the beginning the World Health Organization's

actions have ranged from the dubious to the �agrantly incompetent.” A poignant quote:

“The WHO's dubious decisions demonstrate that its o�cials are too rigid or too

incompetent (or both) to make needed adjustments in the pandemic warning

system — de�ciencies we have come to expect from an organization that is

scienti�cally challenged, self-important and unaccountable.

https://www.forbes.com/2010/03/10/swine-flu-world-health-organization-pandemic-opinions-contributors-henry-i-miller.html


The WHO may be able to perform and report worldwide surveillance — i.e.,

count numbers of cases and fatalities — but its policy role should be drastically

limited.

U.N. bureaucrats pose as authorities on all manner of products, public policy

and human activities, from deserti�cation and biodiversity to the regulation of

chemicals, uses of the ocean and the testing of genetically engineered plants.

However, the U.N.'s regulatory policies, requirements and standards often defy

scienti�c consensus and common sense. Its o�cials are no friends of

commerce, public health or environmental protection. The result is a more

precarious, more dangerous and less resilient world. When it comes to

pestilence, the U.N. may be the greatest plague of all.”

What’s a Pandemic, Anyway?

It’s noteworthy that just before the WHO declared a pandemic, they changed the

de�nition of the word. From the British Medical Journal:

“WHO for years had de�ned pandemics as outbreaks causing “enormous

numbers of deaths and illness” but in early May 2009 it removed this phrase —

describing a measure of severity — from the de�nition.

Key scientists advising the World Health Organization on planning for an

in�uenza pandemic had done paid work for pharmaceutical �rms that stood to

gain from the guidance they were preparing. These con�icts of interest have

never been publicly disclosed by WHO, and WHO has dismissed inquiries into its

handling of the A/H1N1 pandemic as ‘conspiracy theories.’

A joint investigation by the BMJ and the Bureau of Investigative Journalism has

uncovered evidence that raises troubling questions about how WHO managed

con�icts of interest among the scientists who advised its pandemic planning,

and about the transparency of the science underlying its advice to

governments.

https://web.archive.org/web/20190827161240/https:/www.bmj.com/content/340/bmj.c2912.full


Was it appropriate for WHO to take advice from experts who had declarable

�nancial and research ties with pharmaceutical companies producing antivirals

and in�uenza vaccines?”

Boasting About the Tricks

In 2019, Marc Van Ranst, Belgian Flu Commissioner, gave a talk at the ESWI/Chatham

House In�uenza Pandemic Preparedness Stakeholders Conference. At around 13

minutes in, he boasted about how he “misused the fact that that the top, top football …

soccer clubs in Belgium inappropriately and against all agreements vaccinated … they

made their soccer players priority people.” The audience responded with laughter.

“Trust WHO”

In order to understand the corruption inside the WHO, one may want to watch a pre-

pandemic documentary called “Trust WHO,” produced by Lilian Franck. Among other

things, it looks into various con�icts of interest as well as the examples of how the

organization has been in�uenced by the tobacco industry and the nuclear industry.

The United Nations Has Been Hijacked

Last year, I interviewed Mary Otto-Chang, a former United Nations employee, who talked

about the hijacking of the UN and the 2019 agreement between the UN and the World

Economic Forum that the Fourth Industrial Revolution as a cooperation goal.

So what we are looking at is using the authority of the UN as supposedly a just and

wonderful international organization that protects the people for the commercial and

philosophical goals of the richest people of the world. What an intricate lie!

Banality of Evil

https://takecontrol.substack.com/p/trust-who?s=r
https://tessa.substack.com/p/former-un-employees-brave-mission?s=w
https://weforum.ent.box.com/s/rdlgipawkjxi2vdaidw8npbtyach2qbt


Most horrible things that people do to each other don’t come out of nowhere. There is

usually a “warm-up” period during which evil actions are trivialized, and people’s senses

are “re-trained.”

Sometimes, using upside-down language, people’s senses are re-trained to the extent of

swapping out the meanings completely, where war becomes peace, and murder

becomes compassion. It takes time to dehumanize entire demographics — based on a

particular ethnicity, or religion, or health status, or any other arbitrary a�liation.

For example, in early Nazi Germany, there was a campaign to kill mentally disabled

children, (and also do inhumane experiments on them), and the parents were often told

that their children were being taken away for better care. The parents didn’t know that

their children were being murdered — but the nurses who killed the disabled knew

exactly what they were doing, but perhaps some of them believed that they were

performing acts of mercy!

There is a powerful, must-see documentary about it, called, “The Killing Nurses of the

Third Reich.” I wrote about it last year:

“The only thing that was needed for the nurses to make the transition to the

horror zone was to decide that the poor suffering imbeciles had no agency. As

soon as in their minds, the nurses stripped the disabled children and the

mentally ill adults of their human agency and turned them into creatures akin to

suffering pets, killing them became virtuous. The nurses held the disabled

babies lovingly, and then killed them.”

Our Choices Matter

Something that I have been thinking about a lot over the course of my life is how our

choices have long-term consequences: for ourselves, for the people around us, and even

for the history of the world!

For example, to come back to the topic of pandemic preparedness, much of what

happened in the U.S. in 2020 was made possible thanks to Bush’s 2005 decision to redo

https://tessa.substack.com/p/seduction-toward-unthinkable?s=w
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1283304/


the pandemic preparedness plan. Who paid any attention to it back in 2005? Who could

imagine that it would have such a profound impact on our lives? Nobody, probably,

except for the people who planned it. And yet here we are …

Or another example. When people accept censorship against the groups that they don’t

relate to, they often don’t think that the censors are coming for them next — and yet

more often than not, that is exactly what happens.

Or sometimes, a choice that we make at a very young age comes back to us years later,

and whatever we tried to escape stares us straight in the face, and we have to deal with

it anyway.

Which is to say, courage and trying to do the right thing are not only praise-worthy, they

are also very practical, especially during challenging times.

There is most certainly no formula, and no universal prescription for a time like this but

it’s important to see the scammers in high chairs for who they are (including when they

talk about pandemic preparedness treaties “for our own good”), and to see through

them without being afraid. When we stand together, with love in our hearts, we are

strong.
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